Abstract-An important goal in studying both human intelligence and artificial intelligence is to understand how a natural or an artificial learning system deals with the uncertainty and ambiguity of the real world. For a natural intelligence system such as a human toddler, the relevant aspects in a learning environment are only those that make contact with the learner's sensory system. In real-world interactions, what the child perceives critically depends on his own actions as these actions bring information into and out of the learner's sensory field. The present analyses indicate how, in the case of a toddler playing with toys, these perception-action loops may simplify the learning environment by selecting relevant information and filtering irrelevant information. This paper reports new findings using a novel method that seeks to describe the visual learning environment from a young child's point of view and measures the visual information that a child perceives in real-time toy play with a parent. The main results are 1) what the child perceives primarily depends on his own actions but also his social partner's actions; 2) manual actions, in particular, play a critical role in creating visual experiences in which one object dominates; 3) this selecting and filtering of visual objects through the actions of the child provides more constrained and clean input that seems likely to facilitate cognitive learning processes. These findings have broad implications for how one studies and thinks about human and artificial learning systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE WORLD'S most powerful computers and robots using the most sophisticated software are still far worse than human babies in learning from real-world events. One vexing problem for computer scientists is that the real-world visual environment is 'cluttered' with overlapping and moving objects. Thus, while current computer vision systems can learn and recognize several hundreds of two-dimensional visual objects, they generally require pre-segmented and normalized images; that is, they require cleaned-up input. In contrast, young children seem to easily recognize everyday objects in a cluttered, noisy, dynamic, and three-dimensional world [1] - [6] .
One relevant difference between machine learning and human learning that may contribute to this skill gap is the nature of the visual input itself. To deal with noisy data in the real world, most state-of-the-art AI approaches first collect data (with or without teaching labels) and then rely on inventing advanced mathematical algorithms which can be applied to the pre-collected data.
The learning system itself is passive in this approach, receiving information in a one-way flow. In contrast, young children learn through their own actions, actions that directly determine what they see, how they see it, and when they see it. Through body movements, young learners actively create the visual input on which object learning depends. If we are to build artificial devices that can-on their own-learn as well as toddlers, we may benefit from understanding just how young human learners select information through their own actions and how this information selection is accomplished in everyday interactions with adult social partners [7] - [12] . This is also a critical question for theories of human learning. In developmental psychology, many accounts of the learning environment (and the need for constraints on learning mechanisms to learn from that assumed environment, e.g., [13] ) are based on adult intuitions about the structure of experience (e.g., [14] in [15] ) and not on the actual structure of the child's experiences.
This study examines the toddler's visual environment from the toddler's perspective and asks how toddlers' own actions may play a role in selecting visual information. The data collection and analyses were specifically designed to answer two questions: First, given a cluttered environment, does the child, through their own actions, effectively reduce the information available? Second, what actions by the child are critical to the selection of visual information? In general, four kinds of actions would seem to be relevant to visual selection 1) shifts in eye gaze, 2) head and body turns, 3) manual actions by the child that bring objects into and out of view, and 4) manual actions by the social partner that put objects into the child's view. Here we provide evidence on all of these actions relevant to visual selection, except those due to rapid shifts in eye gaze direction that occur without corresponding head turns. We do this because the role of larger body movements in selecting visual information in naturalistic settings has not been studied even though they are likely to be important given the continuous and large body movements characteristic of toddlers. Indeed, recent psychophysics studies on adults performing everyday tasks, such as making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich or making tea, show a close coupling between eye, head, and hand movements with eye gaze slightly leading the head and then the hands [16] , [17] . Moreover, recent evidence from developmental studies also suggests that when toddlers are manually acting on objects (not just looking), head and eye shifts are tightly coupled, with most looks to an object also involving simultaneous head turns and posture changes Fig. 1 . Multicamera sensing system. The child and the parent play with a set of toys at a table. A mini-camera is placed onto the child's head to collect visual information from a first-person view. Another camera mounted on the top of the table records the bird's-eye view of the whole interaction. [18] . Therefore, the present study focuses on large body movements, such as head turns and manual actions, and we consider the possible additional contributions of more subtle eye gaze shifts in discussions of the findings.
II. MULTICAMERA SENSING ENVIRONMENT
To capture the global changes in the information available to the child's visual system as a result of the child's own body, head, and hand actions, we developed a new measurement device that records the available visual information from the child's perspective: as shown in Fig. 1 , a mini-camera mounted on a headband. For a stable record of the information available in the environment independent of the child's movements, we used an additional camera placed above the table.
A. The Environment
The study was conducted in a m m room. At the center of the room was a cm cm cm table painted a nonglossy white. A high chair for the child and a small chair for the parent were placed facing each other. The walls and floor of the room were covered with white fabrics. Both participants were asked to wear white shirts as well. Thus from both cameras, white pixels can be treated as background while nonwhite pixels are either objects on the table, or the hands, or the faces of participants.
B. Head-Mounted Camera
A lightweight head-mounted mini-camera was used to record the first-person view from the young child's perspective which was mounted a sports headband placed on the participant's forehead and close to her eyes. The angle of the camera was adjustable. Input power and video output went through a camera cable connected to a wall socket, which was long enough to not cause any movement restriction while the participant was sitting down. The camera was connected to a multichannel digital video capture card in a recording computer in the room adjacent to the experiment room.
The head-mounted camera had a visual field of approximately 70 , horizontally and vertically. In a recent study, Yoshida and Smith [18] demonstrated the validity of this method for capturing the child's view of events. Using a similar context of tabletop play, they compared the direction of eye gaze as judged from frame-by-frame coding of the contents of the head camera to frame-by-frame coding of direction of eye gaze (recorded from a second camera fixed on the child's eyes). They found that 90% of head-camera video frames corresponded with these independently coded eye positions; the non-corresponding moments were brief, as well as rare (less than half a second). Their results indicate that at least, in the table top and toy play context, the contents of the head camera provide a good approximation of the visual information available to the child as a function of head and body movements.
C. Bird's Eye View Camera
A high-resolution camera was mounted right above the table and the table edges aligned with edges of the bird's eye image. As shown in Fig. 1 (right) , this view provided visual information that was independent of gaze and head movements of a participant, and therefore, it recorded the whole interaction from a third-person static view. An additional benefit of this camera is its high-quality video, which made the image segmentation and object tracking software work more robustly compared with the head-mounted mini camera that was light-weight, but with a limited resolution and video quality.
III. EXPERIMENT

A. Participants
We invited parents of toddlers in the Bloomington, IN, area to participate in the experiment. Fifteen children contributed data (six additional children were recruited, but either did not tolerate the head camera or were excluded because of fussiness before the experiment started). For the child participants included, the mean age was 21.3, ranging from 19.1 to 23.4 months. Ten of the included children were female and five were male. All participants were white and middle-class.
B. Stimuli
Parents were given a maximum of six sets of toys (three toys for each set) in a free-play task. The toys were either rigid plastic objects or plush objects with a simple and a single main color-factors that aided computalized automatic visual processing.
C. Procedure
Three experimenters conducted the study: one to distract the child; another to place the head-mounted camera on the child; and a third one to control the quality of the video recording. Parents were told that the goal of the study was simply to observe toy play and that they should try to interact with their child as naturally as possible. Upon entering the experiment room, the child was quickly seated in the high chair and several attractive toys were placed on top of the table. One experimenter played with the child while the second experimenter placed a sports headband with the mini-camera onto the forehead of the child at a moment that he appeared to be well distracted.
To calibrate the horizontal camera position in the forehead and the angle of the camera relative to the head, the experimenter placed a very attractive toy in front of the young child and signaled to a third experimenter in the adjacent room that the participant was clearly looking at the object and that the object was well centered. This outside experimenter, who controlled the recording, confirmed if the object was at the center of the image. If not, small adjustments were made on the headmounted camera gear. After this calibration phase, the experimenters removed all objects from the table, asked the parent to start the experiment, and left the room. The parent was asked to take all three objects from one set, place them on the table, encourage the child to play with them, play with the child, and after hearing a command from the experimenters, remove the objects and bring out the next set of three. Each trial was 1 min long.
Not all of the 15 toddlers stayed in the experiment for the entire six trials (for example, some decided to leave the experiment after three or four trials by removing the head camera). Individual participants participated on average 3.7 trials (ranges 2-6). Across all 15 toddlers, a total of 56 trials were completed and these constitute the data analyzed in this study. The entire study, including initial setup, lasted for 10 to 15 min.
IV. IMAGE SEGMENTATION AND OBJECT DETECTION
The recording rate for each camera is 10 frames/s. Approximately image frames were collected from each dyad. The resolution of image frame is 720 480.
Visual information concerning the locations and sizes of objects, hands, and faces was automatically extracted from the raw camera images. Using computer vision techniques, this was accomplished in three major steps as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Given raw images, the first step separates background pixels and object pixels. This step is not trivial in general because a firstperson view camera continually moves causing moment-to-moment changes in visual background. In the present case, this step is helped considerably by the all-white background enabling the procedure to treat close-to-white pixels in an image as background. Occasionally, this approach also removes small portions of an object that have light reflections on them as well (This problem is fixed in step 3).
The second step groups nonwhite pixels into several blobs using a fast and simple segmentation algorithm [19] . This algorithm first creates groups of adjacent pixels that have color values within a small threshold of each other. The algorithm then attempts to create larger groups from the initial groups by using a much tighter threshold. This follow-up step of the algorithm attempts to determine which portions of the image belong to the same object even if that object is broken up visually into multiple segments, as for example, when held in a participant's hand.
The third step assigns each blob into an object category. In this object detection task, we used Gaussian mixture models to pre-train a model for each individual object [20] . By applying each object model to a segmented image, a probabilistic map is generated for each object indicating the likelihood of each pixel in an image as belonging to this specific object. Next, by putting probabilistic maps of all the possible objects together, and by considering the spatial coherence of an object, the detection algorithm assigns an object label for each blob in the segmented image.
The data derived from these steps for each frame are 1) the objects that are in the head-camera field; 2) the sizes of those objects in the field; and 3) whether a hand is holding an object (determined from the top-down view). An object is labeled as held by a participant if the object blob overlaps with a hand blob for more than 10 frames. We use this 1 s overlap requirement because we wanted to count active manual engagement with an object and not merely momentary overlap (in the camera image), as when a hand was passing by on the way to another object.
The validity of the automatic coding results were assessed by asking two human coders to annotate a small proportion of the data frames ; the comparison of these hand codings with the image processing results yielded 91% frame-by-frame agreement. One common disagreement in these frame-by-frame codings concerned holding that occurred when the hand was just above an object from the bird's eye view (but not holding that object), a fact easily seen by the hand coders; using the 1-s overlap rule in the automatic coding effectively eliminated this problem. Finally, we note the following results derive from cumulative statistics from thousands of image frames; therefore small errors in the automatic coding (image processing), errors are unlikely to change the overall patterns reported in the present study. In the next sections, we first report analyses of the contents of the head-camera images; we then report analyses relevant to hand movements and their role in selecting visual objects.
V. VISUAL INFORMATION SELECTION
Objectively, for all trials, there are three objects on the table and thus, three objects that could be in the child's view. These three objects are all approximately the same actual size and thus, when measured from the overhead camera, take up the same amount of area in the images from that camera. Moreover, if the child were to sit back and take a broad view of the table, not moving his or her head, all three objects would be in view in the head camera image and all would be approximately the same size. However, if the child moves his body and/or moves the objects so that one is closer to the head and eyes, than that selected object will be larger than the other objects, and being closer to the sensors could even obstruct the view of the other objects. If the child's head movements or manual actions on the objects focus successively on one more then another object, then the head camera images should show dynamic variation in the objects in view and in the relative sizes of those objects in the head camera view. In this way, the images in the head camera change as function of the child's own bodily movements Fig. 2 . The overview of data processing using computer vision techniques. Top: We first remove background pixels from an image and then spot objects and hands in the image based on pre-trained object models. Bottom: The processing results from the bird's eye view camera. The information about whether a child or a parent holds an object is inferred based on spatial proximity of a hand blob and an object blob from a third-person view. and thus, provide data on how available information changes in real-time engagement with objects. Fig. 3 shows frame-by-frame changes in the proportion of the head camera image taken up by each of the three objects (and also by the sum total of all body parts, faces, and hands from both participants, in yellow) from one trial of one child. This pattern is characteristic of all children. As is apparent, the number and size of the objects in the head camera image change frequently over the course of this trial. Sometimes only one object is in view, sometimes two or three. Moreover, the relative closeness of the objects to the head camera (and eyes), and thus the size of the objects in the head camera image, changes such that one object often dominates the image. The first set of analyses document this finding across the full data set which consists of 56 trials (from the 15 participating toddlers, 3.7 trials on average per toddler). All of the following measures and analyses are trial-based by averaging sensory data within a 60-s trial. Fig. 4 shows the average number of objects in the head camera image across all children and trials. All three objects are in the child's view less than 20% of time. Most often, there are only one or two (instead of three) objects in the head camera image (see also [18] ). This is our first evidence that the child's visual field is selective. Fig. 4 . The proportion of time that objects are in the child's visual field. Note that although there are always three objects on the table, for only less than 20% of time, all of the three objects are in the child's visual field while most often there are only 1 or 2 objects (more than 55% in total) in their visual field. Further, in more than 55% of time, there is always a dominating object in the child's visual field at a moment. A dominating object is defined based on both the absolute size of an object and its relative size with other objects in view.
A. Number of Objects in View
B. Size of Objects in View
The size of the objects in the head camera view is a direct reflection of the closeness of the objects to the head (and head camera). The closest object-the one taking up most of the head camera field-seems likely to be the object being attended to by the child at the moment. To examine the degree and dynamic variation in which a single object dominates the head camera image, we used several criteria (varying in their conservativeness) to define a dominating object in each image. Dominance was measured in two ways: 1) absolute size of an object, more specifically, the percentage of the head camera field that was taken up by the largest object in that field; 2) relative size of an object, the ratio of the dominating object to other objects in view. For the absolute size measure, as shown in the examples in Fig. 5 , three increasing thresholds were used to define a frame as containing, or not containing, a dominating object: 3%; 5%; and 10% of the image (Given a 70 image size, the 3% criteria is roughly comparable to the size of the fovea). For the second relative measure, we used a ratio (largest object to the other two objects) of 0.50 for characterizing an object as "dominating" or not; a 0.50 ratio means that the larger object is at least larger than the combination of the other two objects.
As shown in Fig. 5 , in more than 60% of frames, by the relative measure, there is one dominating object that is larger than the combination of the two objects ratio and its absolute image size is also relatively distinct (3%).
By stricter absolute thresholds, almost 40% of time, there is a large object taking up at least 5% of the frame, and 10% of the time, there is a visually very large object taking up a substantial 10% proportion of the field. In brief, one of the three objects is often dominant in the field, which comprises another form of visual selection.
Because the head camera view is tightly tied-moment-tomoment-to the child's own actions, the dominating object may also change-in terms of its size, location, and relation to the other objects. Accordingly, we calculated the number of times Fig. 5 . The proportion of time that there is always a dominating object in the child's visual field at a moment. A dominating object is defined based on both the absolute size of an object and its relative size with other objects in view. Three absolute object sizes (3%, 5%, and 10%, etc.) are used to be combined with a fixed relative ratio 0.5.
that the dominating object changed, using the middle, 5% absolute threshold for defining a dominating object. By this measure, there are on average 12.8 switches in the dominating object per minute. This suggests frequent head and object movements, and thus rapid shifts in the information available. These rapid shifts, because they potentially relate to the child's own actions, may also be indicative of the child's momentary goals and the rapid switching of embodied attention in the cluttered environments of real world activity.
C. Discussion
Ordinary contexts in the real world are highly cluttered, with many objects and many potential targets for attention and for learning. Theorists of natural and artificial intelligence have often noted the daunting demands of attention in the "wild" [21] , [22] . The results on the number and sizes of objects in child's visual field-as measured by the head camera-show that the child's view at any moment is often selective, limited to one or two of the three objects on the play table. Moreover, one of these objects is often closer than the others, and thus bigger in the field, dominating the view. Although the present analyses just demonstrate this fact, it could be crucial to building real-time models of how toddlers learn about objects and how they organize their attention. As shown in Fig. 3 , the visual information from the child's head camera is highly dynamic: the three objects come in and out of view. The structure in this dynamic egocentric visual experience would seem essential to understanding embodied learning and, we note, it differs markedly in its very nature from the information captured from third-person cameras, the view on which most developmental research is based on.
The dynamic change in the objects in the head camera view and in their relative dominance in that view may be caused by several different actions: 1) the child's head rotation may change where the head camera is pointed; 2) the child may use their hands to bring objects closer to their head, and by so doing, may make the object in their hands much bigger and also make other objects smaller due to occlusion; and 3) the parent may also move objects close to the child's sensors (perhaps to attract the child's attention to that object). The results observed thus far, implicate the second two kinds of actions-hand actions-as the most likely major source of visual selection in the present study. This is because head rotation in general, though not always, may dramatically change the locations of visual objects in view, but the distances between the head camera and all the object would not change. Therefore, head rotation will at most slightly increase or decrease the size of all the objects on the table. But hand movements literally can select one object to bring close to the head and eyes. Accordingly, the next set of analyses focus on hand movements.
VI. HAND ACTIONS
A. Objects in Hands
In 68% of the frames, the child's hands are holding at least one of the three objects; in 55% of the frames, the parent is holding at least one object. Overall, in 86% of the frames, at least one participant is holding at least one object. These facts document the active manual engagement of the participants with the objects.
The main finding is that objects in hands determine the dominating object in the head camera image. Specifically, objects held by children are significantly larger (and thus more likely to be dominating by any of the criteria defined above). On average, the objects held by children take 4.5% of the child's visual field compared with the average size of objects in the image (3.2% of image). Objects in parents' hands are just slightly larger, 3.6%, than the average object size.
To affirm the statistically reliability of these differences, we compared object image sizes when the object was held by the child or by the parent to a control estimate of object image size-the average size all individual objects across all headcamera frames. This control measure provides the best estimate of average object size in this task context independent of hand action and actually decreases the likelihood of finding reliable differences between image sizes of hand-held objects as the control estimate includes the sizes of both the held and not held objects. An omnibus comparison shows that the image sizes of child-held, parent-held, and the control estimate of average object image size differ significantly, . Post-hoc comparisons (Tukeys hsd, all ) show that the image sizes of the objects in the child's hand were reliably larger than those in the parent's hands or by the control estimate. Objects in the parents' hands were also larger in the child's view than the control. In sum, both the child's and parent's actions effectively select objects for perception by influencing the objects that dominate in the child's visual field, however, the child's own manual actions play the more significant role in visual selection, at least in this toy-play task.
B. Moments With Dominant Objects
The next analyses provide converging evidence for these conclusions. Whereas the prior analysis started with objects in hands and then asked about their size in the head-camera image, the present analyses begin with head camera images and definitions of the dominating object in terms of the head camera image, and then ask whether those so-defined dominating objects are in the child's or parent's hands. As described earlier, the frame-by-frame definition of a dominating object may be based on both the absolute size of that object in the head camera view or its relative size with respect to other objects in view (the ratio of the largest to the sum of the other two). For these analyses, we report the two (middle and the highest) absolute size thresholds, 5% of the visual field and 10% of the visual field. The conclusions are qualitatively the same when based on the other measures as well. However, in these analyses, unlike the previous ones, we added a temporal stability criterion to the definition of the object as dominating, and the pattern of results we report below depend on this added criterion, which as we discuss later, may be important in its own right. The added requirement is that an object must maintain its dominance for at least 500 ms. That is, it must be at least somewhat stably dominant.
Based on these criteria, there are 10.2 dominant-object events per minute for objects with 5% dominance and 5.8 dominant-object events for objects with 10% dominance. In total, there are 2230 events with 5% dominance and 766 events with 10% dominance across all the subjects. The following results are derived from overall statistical patterns in these events calculated at the trial level.
At the 10% threshold (top of Fig. 6 ), dominating objects are in the child's hands more than 70% of time and much less often in the parent's hands (less than 20%),
. Indeed, as shown in the figure, parents were more likely to be holding other objects, not the one dominating at that moment in the head-camera image. At the 5% threshold (bottom plot in Fig. 6 ), the pattern is the same: the defined dominating object is more often in the child's than the parent's hands, . These results suggest that the child's hand actions-and not the parent-play the key role in visual selection and indeed, from these analyses there is little evidence that parent hand actions play much of even a supporting role in this selection. As we discuss later, although parents clearly play an important role in such toy-play everyday interaction by introducing objects to the child, the results here suggest that visual selection is ultimately implemented by the child's manual actions. Given the rapidly changing views that characterize the head camera images (as evident in Fig. 3 ), stability may be the most critical attentional problem for toddlers. One conjecture is that the young perceiver's manual actions on an object actually stabilize attention, creating a perceptual-motor feedback loop centered on one object. We will revisit this topic in general discussion.
C. Moments Before/After an Object Dominates the Child's View?
Active toy play by toddlers, as Fig. 3 makes clear, generates rapidly changing head-camera views in which one and then another object dominates in the sense of being closer to the eyes, and thus bigger. What events in this dynamic lead up to some particular object becoming dominant in the image? There are at least four different kinds of behavioral patterns that could lead to a one-dominating object in the head-camera view: 1) the child's hands could select and move an object closer to their eyes; 2) the parent's hands could put the objects closer to the child; 3) the parent could move an object to the child, the child could then take it and move it close to the eyes, and 4) the child could move his or her body toward the table and probably also rotate the head toward one object to make that object dominate the visual field.
In an effort to better understand the dynamic processes that lead up to the dominance of some object in the head camera image, we zoomed into the moments just before and just after a dominating object became dominating and measured both the child's and the parent's behaviors. The approach is based on one used in psycholinguistic studies to capture temporal profiles across a related class of events [30] (in our case, the relevant class of events is a visually dominating object in the head camera image). Such profiles enable one to discern potentially important temporal moments within a trajectory. Fig. 7(a) and 7(c) shows the average proportions of time (which can be viewed as a probability profile) that a 10% or 5% "dominating object" was held by the child or parent. Thus, Fig. 7(a) shows the probability that objects were in the child's or the parent's hands for the 10 s (10 000 ms) prior to a 10% threshold dominating object. The trajectory of the probability that the child was holding the to-be-visually-dominant object shows a clear and dramatic increase as a function of temporal proximity to the visual dominance of the object. There is no such pattern for the trajectory of the parent holding the object. Indeed, if one assumes that the four possible hand states (holding one of three objects on the table or not holding) have an equal chance (that is 25%,) the probability that the parent is holding the to-be-dominant objects is close to chance and remains there as a function of proximity to the moment at which the object becomes visually dominant in the child's view.
One approach used in child development and psycholinguistic research asks when such trajectories first begin to diverge, which is commonly defined as the first significant difference in a series of ordered pairwise comparisons (see [23] - [26] ). Ordered pair-wise -tests of the child's and the parent's data reveal that these curves first diverge at around 7000 ms prior to dominance, . This thus defines the likely temporal window-and a long one-within which to explore in future work how perception-action loops may select and stabilize objects for vision. Fig. 7(c) showed the same measure for the definition of the dominating object in terms of a 5% size in the head camera image. The pattern is similar, again showing an increasing probability that the to-be-dominant object is in the child's hand as a function of temporal proximity to the moment in which the object reaches the 5% threshold for visual dominance. However, by this more liberal criterion for visual dominance, the child and parent curves do not reliably diverge until 4000 ms prior to dominance . This indicates that even with noisier data (resulting from the more liberal criterion for visual dominance), by 4 seconds prior to an object becoming visually dominant, the child's manual actions are already indicating its selection. Again, this analysis suggests the critical temporal window for future work directed to understanding how objects are selected by the hand, the role of visual events (in the periphery or generated by head movements perhaps) in causing objects to be manually selected, and then the unfolding events that lead to those objects being moved close to the head and eyes. At the very least, the present analyses make clear that the child's own actions play a strong role in visual selection in the sense of an object that dominates the child's view. Fig. 7 also provides information on the role of the child's hands in terminating a dominant moment by making used-to-bedominant objects less large in the head camera image. Figs. 7(b) and 7(d) shows the results of this measure for the 10% and 5% thresholds. The parent's holding trajectories are between 20-25% which is again close to chance. These conclusions were supported by separate child and parent analyses of the proportion of preceding and following trials that the dominant object was held. We conducted a 2 (threshold) by 2 (before or after) by 10 (1 s intervals) ANOVA of the data from individual children (there were 15 young participants in total). This analysis reveals reliable main effects of threshold, , of before and after , of time and a reliable interaction between time and before and after, . The interaction is due to the symmetrical nature of the probability that the child is holding the to-be (before) and formerly (after) dominant object. This probability of holding increases prior to visual dominance, but then decreases post visual dominance. This analysis thus provides strong converging evidence for a strong link between the visual selection and children's manual actions on objects. The analysis of the parent data yielded no main effects or interactions that even approached conventional standards of statistical significance.
D. Discussion
The central contribution of this second set of analyses is that they tie visual selection (in the sense of objects close to the head and eyes) to the child's own manual actions. These results, of course, do not mean that only hand actions are important, (as compared to head and whole-body movements or to shifts in eye-gaze) but they do show that hand actions play a critical role in toddler visual attention, a role that has not been well studied. For the goal of building artificial intelligence and robotic systems, they also suggest the importance of building active sensors (cameras) that pan, tilt, and zoom, as well as, effectors that act on and move objects in the world, in both ways, changing the relation between the sensors and the effectors (see also [22] ). Indeed, scholars of human intelligence often point to hands that can pick up and move objects as central to human intelligence, linking manual dexterity to language [27] , to tool use [28] , and to means-end causal reasoning [29] . The present results hint hands and their actions on objects may also play a role in organizing visual attention, at least early in development. We do not know from the present study how developmentally specific the present pattern is, whether it generally characterizes all of human active vision or whether it is most critical and most evident within a certain developmental period. This is an important question for future research.
From the present data, we also do not know what instigates the child's manual grasp of an object. These could start with a rapid shift in eye-gaze direction (or head movement) that then gives rise to reaching for the object and bringing it close [30] . That is, manual action may not be the first step in selection, but rather may be critical to stabilizing attention on an object. In this context, it is worth noting that although the present findings indicate that it is the child's hand actions that play the more critical role in making some objects dominant in the head-camera image compared to the parent's hand actions, this does not mean the parent's actions play no role. Indeed, a parent's touch to or movement of a non-dominating object in the child's view could start the cascade-of look, grasp, and sustained attention. Future comparisons of the dynamics of attention of children engaged with toys and with a mature social partner versus when playing by themselves may provide critical data on this point.
A final open question in these analyses is the possibility of individual differences. Casual observation (as well as a robust developmental literature, [31] - [34] ) suggests that some parents play a more active role in directing attention to individual objects than others. The analyses in this section were all based on group data and so provide no information on this issue; however, examination of the probability of holding prior to a visual dominating event by parent-child dyad did not reveal clear individual differences. This could be due to the lack of sufficient data from any individual dyad to discern these patterns or from the possibility that the key individual differences reside in what starts the process, but not in the attention sustaining processes of reaching to and holding an object. That is, once the child's attention is directed (one way or the other, either through the parent's successful bid for the child's attention or through the child's self-generated selection), the role of body and hands may remain the same.
VII. GENERAL DISCUSSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
The fact that young children's own bodily actions create their visual experiences is well recognized [9] , [35] , [36] . In addition, there is now a growing literature on infant and children's eye movements and their role in learning about objects [37] - [39] . However, there has been little study of how larger bodily movements-of head, posture, hands-structure and select visual experience. The present results strongly suggest that there are insights to be gained by taking a larger whole-body approach to visual attention, at least if the goal is understanding attention in actively engaged toddlers. To this end, the use of a head camera that moves with the child's movements and that captures the objects directly in front of the child's face provides a way of capturing the dynamic coupling of vision and body movements beyond shifts in eye gaze.
Overall, the results strongly implicate manual activity (at least for toddlers in the context of toy play) in selecting, and perhaps also stabilizing visual information. As children use their hands to bring objects of interest close to the face, those objects increase in their visual size and also block the view of other objects. These actions and their consequences for vision, mundane as they might seem, naturally segment and select objects in a cluttered visual field. Thus, they may prove to be important ingredients in toddler intelligence and learning. Indeed, the natural consequences of bodily action on the available visual information may be crucial to achieving human-like prowess given noisy and ambiguous data, providing a peripheral (and perhaps cognitively "cheaper") solution to visual selection. Developmental theorists in the past have often sought to solve the noisy input problem through innate constraints (e.g., [13] ) or, more recently, through the actions of the social partner as an orchestrator of the child's attention (e.g., [15] ). The present results do not necessarily diminish the role of conceptual constraints in some learning tasks nor the role of the mature social partner, but they do show that in everyday tasks of acting and playing with objects, children's own hand actions may be a key part of the process.
The role of hands in bringing objects close to the eyes and thus in increasing their dominance in the visual field raises a number of interesting developmental questions. Infants do not intensively manually play with and explore objects for sustained periods until they sit steadily [37] , which occurs around 8 months. This suggests possibly important developmental changes in visual attention, object segmentation, and selection after this period, a conjecture for which Soska et al. [35] have already presented some preliminary evidence. Their findings, in conjunction with the present results, point to the importance of future work that takes a more developmental approach by examining how attention, sustained attention to visual objects, and manual action on objects, changes in the first two years of life-a period of dramatic change in what infants manually do with objects (see also [40] ).
Before concluding, the limitations of the present method also warrant discussion. One contribution of the present approach is the use of the head camera which provides profoundly different information about the toddler's activities in the task than does a third person camera, which is the standard approach used in child development research. The difference between a head camera and a third person camera is that the first person camera captures the momentary dynamics of available visual information as it depends on the child's own actions. The limitation, however, is that not all actions influence the head camera view; in particular, the head camera moves with head movements, not eye movements. Thus, the head camera is not a substitute for direct measures of eye gaze direction [18] , [41] , but instead provides information about the dynamics of available visual information with larger body movements. In the ideal, one would jointly measure both the dynamics of the larger visual field (as given by a head camera), and also focal attention as indicated by eye-gaze direction within that field. Recent advances in developmental research (e.g., [42] ) may make this possible in the near future.
A second limitation of the work concerns the definition of the dominant object in the head camera image. An object that is very large in the visual field-that the child has brought close to their own face-has considerable face-validity for being the object being attended to. However, given that there has been no prior work in this area, it is unclear just how big an object needs to be in a head camera field to count as dominating attention. It was for this reason that we used multiple and converging measures. A next step needed to validate this approach is to link the dominating object, as measured here, to some other behavioral outcome related to attention, for example, to learning about the object or to ease the distraction by some other salient objects in the periphery.
To conclude, the results reported here have the potential to contribute to understanding human intelligence and to building autonomous intelligence in several important ways. First, they emphasize the role of the child's own actions. Considerable recent research on both human and artificial systems has focused on the social context and how the parent selects information by guiding the child's attention (e.g., [19] , [29] ). Indeed, recent robotic studies clearly demonstrate how artificial devices with impoverished motor and effector systems may be bootstrapped to intelligent behaviors through the actions of a human partner [43] - [45] . But these demonstrations may be missing the other key part of autonomous intelligence-self-generated actions on the world and the self-organizing properties of perception-action loops. The present results make clear that, at least for the age group in this study, the child's own activity is a key component in organizing visual input.
Second, the results strongly point to manual activities as a major factor in selecting and reducing the visual information. Hands that grab objects and bring them closer to the eyes make those objects large in the visual field and also block the view of other objects, consequences that may seriously benefit aspects of object recognition (including segregating objects, integrating views, and binding properties, see [9] ). The central importance of hand activities as they relate to language [46] , social communication [47] , [48] , tool use [28] , and problem solving [29] are well noted and central to many theories of the evolution of human intelligence [8] . They may also be foundationally relevant to human-like visual attention to objects.
Third, our approach introduces a new method, with many advantages (despite some already noted limitations). Most studies of child activity use a third-person view camera to record the whole scene as viewed by an outside observer. Thereafter, researchers observe and analyze recorded video clips to identify interesting behavioral patterns. A human coder's observations are necessarily influenced by the larger structure of the scene and their adult interpretation of its structure. The approach used here differs in two important ways from the usual techniques in child development research 1) by using a head-mounted camera, we capture the dynamic first-person view; 2) by using automatic image processing and coding methods, the data are both more objective and more fine-grained than usual behavioral coding schemes.
Fourth, all of these contributions are relevant to building smarter artificial intelligent systems that learn from, teach, and work with humans. Decades of research in artificial intelligence suggest that flexible adaptive systems cannot be fully pre-programmed. Instead, we need to build systems with some preliminary constraints that can create and exploit a rich and variable learning environment. Indeed, considerable advances have been made in biologically inspired forms of artificial intelligence (e.g., [4] and [49] - [52] ) and there is a growing realization that a deeper understanding of how human children develop may provide the best clues for building human-like intelligence [7] , [8] , [53] , [54] .
If we were to offer engineering suggestions from what we have learned from this study of toddler's visual attention during toy play, they would be this embodied solution: build a device with hands that can reach out, hold, and move objects in the world, and that brings those objects, one at a time, close to the sensors.
